
 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS 

Questions 1-3 are based on the book ‘The Wild Robot’. 
 

1) What is the name of the robot protagonist in "The Wild Robot"? 
(2 marks) 

 
A) Rosie 
B) Remy 
C) Roz 
D) Robo 
 

2) How does Roz end up on the remote island? 
(3 marks) 
 

A) She was abandoned by her creators. 
B) She crashed there during a storm. 
C) She chose to live there voluntarily. 
D) She was sent on a mission by her creators. 

 
3) Why does Roz decide to leave the island eventually? 

(5 marks) 
 
A) She misses her human creators. 
B) She wants to explore other places. 
C) She could help the island and its inhabitants more by leaving. 
D) She is forced to leave by the animals. 

LITTLE BEE - ENGLISH 



 

Questions 4-6 are based on the film ‘Hugo’. 

4) Where does Hugo live after his father dies? 
(2 marks) 

A) At the station 
B) Uncle Claude’s house 
C) Watch shop 
D) Museum 

 
 

5) What is the adventure of Isabelle and Hugo? 
(3 marks) 

 
A) They went to a museum. 
B) They went Monsieur Labisse to borrow books. 
C) They went to a cinema. 
D) They ran from the station inspector. 

 
 

6) Which of the following adjectives best describes Papa 
Georges in the movie? 

(5 marks) 
 

A) Needy, selfish, disappointed 
B) Altruistic, vivacious, crusader 
C) Insidious, friendly, devoted 
D) Morose, disappointed, eerie 



Questions 7-9 are based on the focus value ‘Teamwork’. 

7) Which one is not an advantage of teamwork?
(2 marks)

A) Achieving big goals
B) Learning from each other
C) Fighting with others
D) Solving problems effectively

8) According to the video titled ‘Team Building - How the Bees Do
It, Which of the following do bees not rely on each other for?

(3 marks) 

A) Fixing hives
B) Collecting nectar
C) Survival
D) Flying

9) Why do Olympians welcome failure?
(5 marks)

A) Because they enjoy losing.
B) Because they believe failure leads to growth and learning.
C) Because they never actually fail.
D) Because they are afraid of success.


